Abstract-We consider the design of compact multisubcarrier constellations for intensity-modulated directdetected optical systems. The constellations are designed to minimize the average electrical, average optical, and peak optical power for a given minimum distance between constellation points. We formulate the constellation design as a nonconvex optimization problem with second-order cone constraints, (nonconvex) quadratic constraints, and a convex objective function. We show that this problem can be relaxed to a (convex) second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem. We introduce a simple iterative method in which the SOCP relaxation is improved in each iteration. Several numerical simulation examples are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of our method. For the single-subcarrier case, the new constellations are compared with the best known formats in terms of power and spectral efficiency. Our new constellations outperform the corresponding face-centered cubic lattice and quadrature-amplitude-modulation-based constellations, with average electrical and optical power gains in the vicinity of 0.5 dB, for low symbol error rates. The corresponding peak optical power gains are also in the vicinity of 0.5 dB. By studying the mutual information inherent to the new constellations, we show that the potentials are still valid for coded systems. For the two-subcarrier case, we still outperform two-subcarrier schemes based on conventional constellations and optimized single-subcarrier constellations with the same dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
O ptical coherent detection systems take into account the wave nature of the optical signal. With coherent detection, both the amplitude and the phase information of the optical signal are preserved after optoelectrical detection. However, coherent optical systems require complex electro-optics. The increased complexity of coherent schemes simply translates into increased cost.
Intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) has gained significant attention due to its low-complexity and low-cost implementation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Because of its simplicity, IM/DD is commonly used for wireless optical systems [1] [2] [3] and short-haul fiber-optic links [10, 11] . In virtually all short-range indoor applications, IM/DD is the only practical transmission technique. The simplicity of this technique is due to the fact that IM can be achieved through variation of the bias current of a laser diode or light-emitting diode. In contrast to radio frequency (RF), where the information is contained in the amplitude, phase, or frequency of the carrier, IM/DD optical systems carry information that is encoded onto the intensity of the optical carrier, which is proportional to the signal's instantaneous power. It should be noted that the transmitted signal must be positive, as the intensity can never be negative. DD is the simplest configuration that can be used to detect an intensity-modulated signal. In a DD receiver, a photodetector generates a photocurrent that is proportional to the instantaneously received optical power.
The design of power and spectrally efficient IM/DD constellations is a challenging task and the focus of this work. The natural choice for the IM/DD format is the nonnegative M-ary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) [2, 3, 5, 12] . However, it is power inefficient [13] , with the widespread on-off keying (OOK) being the only exception [2] . Although power efficient, the M-ary pulse-position modulation formats are known to be spectrally inefficient [2, 3] .
Subcarrier modulation (SCM) is a technique borrowed from the multiple-carrier RF communications used in applications such as 4G communications systems and local area networks. SCM has already been employed in optical fiber communication networks [14] . The multiple subcarrier electrical signal requires a direct current (DC) bias. (The mean of the waveform during a symbol period is called the DC bias of the symbol.) This is to make sure that the composite electrical signal, being the sum of the modulated sinusoids, is always nonnegative. The DC bias may carry information, in which case it depends on the transmitted information. SCM is a particularly attractive technique, as it allows the use of power-efficient higher-order modulation formats, such as M-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), with IM/DD systems [8] . In [8] single-subcarrier (i.e., three-dimensional) modulation formats were optimized for different power constraints. In [9] , the constellation design for the multiple-subcarrier modulation IM/DD system, with either flat fading or frequency-selective fading channels, was considered. For a thorough review on IM/DD techniques, we refer the interested reader to [8] .
The main contribution of this paper is a new technique that systematically designs constellations for (noncoherent) uncoded IM/DD communication systems. We formulate the constellation design as a nonconvex optimization problem that is tackled by solving a sequence of convex optimization problems where we minimize the convex objective function subject to a set of linear inequality constraints and second-order cone constraints (SOCCs). We propose new M-point single-carrier and two-subcarrier constellations that are optimized for average electrical, average optical, and peak power. We compare our best configurations against the constellations in [8] and lattice-based constellations in terms of power and spectral efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The constellation design is formulated as an optimization problem in Section II. Section III briefly reviews our optimization procedure. We then show how the formulated problem can be approximately solved using the new procedure. The best constellations that we obtained are presented in Section IV, and Section V is concerned with the conclusions of this work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For a given constellation size, M, and a given number of subcarriers, T, the goal is to find a constellation C fs 1 ; s 2 ; …; s M g, with s k ∈ R 2T1 , k 1; …; M, for the current setup. A constellation C is a point in the space
where
and w i denotes the ith entry of the vector w [8] . Next, we need to adopt a merit function f ∶M → R that assesses the quality of each constellation C. The choice f C Ef‖s i ‖ 2 g for the merit function f C, where Ef·g denotes the expected value, results in a constellation optimized for the average electrical powerP e , whereas the choice f C Efs i;1 g, where s i;j is the jth entry of s i , leads to a constellation optimized for the average optical powerP o [8, 15] . Finally,
q yields a constellation optimized for the peak optical power P o [8, 16] . In the remainder of the paper, we choose a uniform distribution over the constellation points. In [8] , the authors addressed the single-subcarrier case, i.e., the case when T 1.
Constructing an optimal codebook C fs 1 ; s 2 ; …; s M g corresponds to solving the optimization problem minimize f C;
(1) subject to
Without loss of generality, we set D 1. It is easy to see that the objective in Eq. (1) and the constraints in Eq. (3) are convex. Actually, the constraints in Eq. (3) are SOCCs. However, the problem defined in Eqs. (1)- (3) is a nonconvex optimization problem, since all the constraints in Eq. (2) are nonconvex. More precisely, it belongs to the class of nonconvex second-order cone programming (SOCP) problems [17, 18] . Consequently, it is difficult to solve Eqs. (1)- (3), since nonconvex problems are generally NP-hard [19] .
III. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
A simple method of generating optimized constellations is now presented. For the sake of simplicity we assume that original problem around c 1 , repeating this procedure until convergence is reached.
The method generates a sequence of feasible points with nonincreasing objective values. To show this, we start by
T 0 E ij s − s 0 is the first-order Taylor expansion of s T E ij s around the point s 0 . Clearly, s 1 is feasible for the original problem in Eqs. (1)- (3). It is straightforward to see that s 0 satisfies the constraints in Eqs. (5) and (6); thus, c 0 is feasible for Eqs. (4)- (6) . This implies that f Cj s 1 ≤ f Cj s 0 . The algorithm stops when ‖s k − s k1 ‖ < Δ for some k, where Δ is an arbitrarily small positive constant called the stopping parameter.
The idea to solve a nonconvex optimization problem by iterative convex programming is not new. It has been used to effectively solve many optimization problems that appear in machine learning [21, 22] , wireless communications [23, 24] , and biomedical engineering [25, 26] . The interested reader is referred to [27] for details on the theoretical background of the method and its global convergence behavior.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The worst-case complexity of our method is OM 4 T 2 [28] , which makes it attractive for small-to medium-sized constellations. 1 (The worst-case complexity corresponds to the case when the objective is to minimize the peak optical energy. In this case, we have 2M SOCCs of dimension 2T 1M 1 and MM − 1∕2 SOCCs of dimension 2 [28] .) In the simulations, we set Δ 0.01 and, unless stated otherwise, T 1. Also, unless stated otherwise, in the figures presented here, the solid blue, black, and red lines represent the performance of the constellations obtained by the new method optimized for the average electrical power (called here CCP −P e ), the average optical power (called here CCP −P o ), and the peak optical power (called here CCP −P o ), respectively. The circle and the "x" markers indicate that the size of the constellation, M, is equal to 32 and 64, respectively.
A comparison with known schemes is desirable to assess the performance of our constellations. We compare the new constellations with the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattices, which are the densest lattices for the 3D Euclidean space [29] . The lattice-based constellations optimized for the average electrical power, the average optical power, and the peak optical power are called here A3 −P e , A3 −P o , and A3 −P o , respectively. In [8] , Karout et al. presented new 4-, 8-, and 16-point constellations optimized for the average electrical power (called here KASK −P e ), the average optical power (called here KASK −P o ), and the peak optical power (called here KASK −P o ). For the sake of completeness, we also compare the new constellations with the star-shaped M-QAM constellations, in which the DC bias is allowed to vary from symbol to symbol [30] .
In this section, we consider two cases. In the first case, addressed in Subsection IV.A, we consider the uncoded system (for which R b R s log 2 M, where R b denotes the bit rate in bits per second and R s denotes the symbol rate in symbols per second) and compare the performance of the new constellations with that of the existing ones in terms of symbol error rate (SER) performance. In the second case, addressed in Subsection IV.B, we consider the system with coded transmission [for which R b R s Ix; y, where Ix; y denotes the mutual information] and compare the performance of all the constellations in terms of spectral efficiency.
A. Symbol Error Rate for Uncoded Transmission
In Figs. 1-3 , the new constellations and lattice-based constellations optimized for the average electric power, the average optical power, and the peak optical power are depicted for M 128, where ϕ 1 t, ϕ 2 t, and ϕ 3 t denote the basis functions of IM/DD [5] . The star-shaped QAM constellations, called hereM-QAM, are also illustrated. We shall see later in this section that the designed constellations outperform the existing ones. Tables I-III show the results of our search for M-ary constellations that minimize the average electric power, the average optical power, and the peak optical power, respectively. Tables I-III further show a comparison of the constellations obtained by the new method with the ones in [8] . For the sake of completeness, the performance of the corresponding lattice-based and star-shaped QAM constellations are presented as well.
As we can see, the new constellations for M 4, 8, and 16 match those of Karout et al. in [8] . More importantly, the new constellations perform significantly better than the star-shaped QAM constellations, with the performance gain, defined as the ratio f CCP∕f M-QAM, increasing as M increases. From the results presented in Tables I-III, we can also conclude that the new optimized constellations outperform the optimized lattice-based constellations for M 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256.
It is known that the minimum Euclidean distance predicts the error probability at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). However, for intermediate SNR values, the average number of nearest neighbors (ANNN) is a parameter that should be taken into account. The two constellation points s i and s j are neighbors if 1 ≤ ‖s i − s j ‖ ≤ 1 ϵ, where ϵ is an arbitrary small positive constant. Tables IV-VI show the ANNN of the new constellations, lattice-based constellations, and the ones presented in [8] , all optimized for the three power measures, as well as the star-shaped QAM constellations for ϵ 0.05. The results from Tables IV-VI reveal that the new constellations have higher values of ANNN than the star-shaped QAM constellations. This is a consequence of 1 It should be noted that as the number of subcarriers increases, the computational complexity becomes intractable. In this case, powerful computers with huge memory and computational speed can be used to overcome the computational complexity problem. 
where ACG M log 2 M∕4‖s‖ 2 is the asymptotic coding gain (see Eq. (4.81) in [31] ).
In Figs. 4-6 , the pink-dotted lines represent the performance of the lattice-based constellations optimized for the average electrical power (called here A3 −P e ), the average optical power (called here A3 −P o ), and the peak optical power (called here A3 −P o ), respectively, and the green dashed lines represent the performance of the star-shaped QAM constellations.
From Fig. 4 , it is clear that our constellations optimized for the average electrical power outperform the corresponding star-shaped QAM and lattice-based constellations. To illustrate this fact, consider SER 10 −10 and M 32. We see that the 32-point CCP −P e has a 0.6 and 3.2 dB average electrical power gain over the 32-point A3 −P e and32-QAM, respectively. From this figure, we can also conclude that the new modulation formats optimized for P o are just marginally worse in performance than those optimized forP e . A similar conclusion was also obtained by Karout et al. in [8] . From Fig. 5 , it is obvious that for the same constellation size, the new constellations optimized forP o perform the best among all of them. For SER 10 −10 and M 32, CCP −P o has a 0.8 and 1.5 dB average optical power gain over the 32-point A3 −P o and 32-QAM, respectively. We further note that the performance of the CCP constellations optimized for the average electrical and average optical power is almost identical. Figure 6 shows that for the same M, the new constellations optimized for the peak optical power perform better than the corresponding star-shaped QAM constellations and the lattice-based constellations. For SER 10 −10 and M 32, CCP −P o has a 0.4 and 2.5 dB peak optical power gain over the 32-point A3 −P o and32-QAM, respectively. We also see that, as in [8] , the lattice-based constellations optimized for the peak optical power outperform the new constellations of the same size optimized for the average electrical and optical power. We further observe from Figs. 4-6 that the star-shaped QAM constellations perform well for intermediate SNR values. This is not surprising, since the QAM-based constellations have the smallest ANNN. 4 As a general remark, we note that the new constellations optimized for the peak optical power show good performance in average-power limited systems.
B. Mutual Information Versus SNR for Coded Transmission
In this section, the performance of the new and existing constellations will be assessed in the presence of capacityachieving error-correcting codes. As the performance measure, we consider the spectral efficiency defined as
where W is the (baseband) first-null bandwidth. [As the name itself indicates, the first-null bandwidth measures the frequency band from 0 to the first spectral null in the spectrum of xt.] At the same symbol rate, the M-PAM has W R s , whereas the single-subcarrier constellations have W 2R s [2, 32] . Figures 7-9 show the spectral efficiency, where R b R s Ix; y, of the constellations versus the average electrical, average optical, and peak optical SNR, respectively. For the sake of completeness, the performances of the OOK signaling and 4-point CCP −P o are also depicted. In Figs. 7-9 , the solid green and black lines represent the performance of the OOK signaling and 4-point CCP −P o , respectively.
From Fig. 7 , we see that the best constellation in terms of E b ∕N 0 is the 64-point CCP −P o for η > 1.75, 32-point CCP −P o for 1.4 < η < 1.75, and64-QAM for 0.75 < η < 1.4. We further observe that the 4-point CCP −P o performs best for 0 < η < 0.75. In great contrast to the uncoded case in Subsection IV.A, we see that the constellations optimized for the average optical power outperform the constellations optimized for the average electrical power when compared in terms of E b ∕N 0 . Note that the similar observation was previously reported in [8] for small-size constellations. From Fig. 8 , we can conclude that the best constellation in terms of γP o is the 64-point CCP −P o for η > 2.1, 32-point CCP −P o for 1.75 < η < 2.1, and6 4-QAM for 0.8 < η < 1.75. We also see that the 4-point CCP −P o performs best for 0 < η < 0.8. From Fig. 9 , we observe that the best constellation in terms of γP o is the 64-point CCP −P o for η > 2.05, 32-point CCP −P o for 0.9 < η < 2.05, and OOK for 0 < η < 0.9.
We can draw two interesting conclusions by analyzing the results presented in Figs. 7-9 . First, the new constellations optimized forP o perform well in bothP e andP o limited systems. Second, for the same constellation size, the new constellations optimized forP o outperform other constellations in the systems that are limited by eitherP e orP o . Finally, it is important to note that the above conclusions agree well with the results reported by Karout et al. in [8] .
C. New Constellations for the Two-Subcarrier System
In the remainder of this section we present new constellations for the case when T 2. Table VII shows the results of our search for M-ary constellations that minimize the average electric power, the average optical power, and the peak optical power. We shall compare them with the new optimized single-subcarrier constellations, as well as with the two-subcarrier star-shaped QAM constellations, in terms of power efficiency. The average electrical, average optical, and peak optical power of the twosubcarrier star-shaped QAM constellations are presented in Table VIII . Tables I-III with Tables VII andVIII, it is clear that the new two-subcarrier constellations are better than the two-subcarrier star-shaped QAM constellations. They also outperform the new single-subcarrier constellations when we assume the same constellation size. This is not surprising, since the number of degrees of freedom for our optimization is higher in the two-subcarrier case. When we have two orthogonal carriers, we need to increase the band (in general, we double the band). Therefore, to compare optimized single-subcarrier and twosubcarrier constellations with similar spectral efficiencies, we could consider constellations with M p points in the single-subcarrier case and constellations with M points in the two-subcarrier case, which means that twosubcarrier constellations have lower power efficiency (and the same would be expected for a larger number of subcarriers). However, since we are considering timelimited pulses based on rectangular windows, the bandwidth is infinite for both the single subcarrier and two subcarriers, and the bandwidth penalty when we move from a single carrier to two carriers is much lower than a factor of 2. In that case, we could compare optimized single-subcarrier and two-subcarrier constellations with the same size, and, consequently, with advantages for the two-carrier case.
By comparing

D. Complexity Implementation Issues
Our results indicate that we can have significant performance improvements by employing optimized constellations instead of conventional QAM or lattice constellations. However, we should point out that, as with the constellations of [8] , our optimized constellations do not have a simple structure, which means that the corresponding implementation is in general much more complex. At the transmitter side we could store the coordinates [bias and cosine and sine amplitude (or amplitudes, in the multi-subcarrier case)] and employ a size-M table lookup to select the transmitted waveforms from the data bits to be transmitted. At the receiver we need to compare (in general, this means to correlate) the received signal with all M possible transmitted signals, which means a much more complex receiver than the ones for QAM or lattice constellations. 5 
V. CONCLUSION
We studied the problem of designing compact multisubcarrier constellations that minimize the average electrical, average optical, and peak optical power for a given minimum Euclidean distance between constellation points. We formulated the design problem as a nonconvex optimization problem, which is addressed by a simple iterative method. New constellations for some particular scenarios were constructed. Our findings confirm that constellations optimized forP o perform well in average-power limited systems. Our analysis also confirms that the power penalty for using constellations optimized for eitherP e orP o in systems that areP o limited is higher than the power penalty for using constellations optimized forP o in systems that areP e orP o limited. Since the presented constellations are not confined to a regular structure such as a lattice, they require transmitters and receivers with higher complexity.
APPENDIX A
The new single-subcarrier 32-point constellations optimized for the average electrical, average optical, and peak optical power are presented below:
CCP −P e
